EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE
AT THE ZUCKER SOM
Setting the Stage for Faculty in their Roles as Educators

An essential learning program for new faculty appointments designed to introduce Zucker SOM educational philosophies, curriculum, and pedagogies to uphold professional standards for medical educators.

Welcome to the Zucker School of Medicine!
- Access the video series to acclimate yourself to the Zucker SOM educational principles
- Explore educational philosophies and curriculum

Why is the new Faculty Orientation important to you?
- Meet the Zucker SOM leadership
- Learn about diverse pedagogies used by the Zucker SOM
- Hear about new teaching opportunities

Ready for Success!
- Support student satisfaction with faculty
- Reduce transition time of familiarity with the educational environment at Zucker SOM

WHAT OUR NEW APPOINTEES SAY...

Percentage of viewers that would recommend this video series to a colleague: 97%

Great onboarding video. Very clear outline of the institution's vision and goals and resources available to new faculty.

This program is a very good introduction to the educational program at the ZSOM and the teaching philosophy behind it.

Very useful information that serves to introduce incoming faculty to the overall core values and curriculum of ZSOM.

ACCESS THE COMPLETE VIDEO SERIES HERE:
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_hQpEXI3-FoDyq2A6CbKrga9HMMDshKa
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